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Abstract. MRI translation models learn a mapping from an acquired
source contrast to an unavailable target contrast. Collaboration between
institutes is essential to train translation models that can generalize
across diverse datasets. That said, aggregating all imaging data and
training a centralized model poses privacy problems. Recently, federated
learning (FL) has emerged as a collaboration framework that enables
decentralized training to avoid sharing of imaging data. However, FL-
trained translation models can deteriorate by the inherent heterogeneity
in the distribution of MRI data. To improve reliability against domain
shifts, here we introduce a novel specificity-preserving FL method for
MRI contrast translation. The proposed approach is based on an adver-
sarial model that adaptively normalizes the feature maps across the gen-
erator based on site-specific latent variables. Comprehensive FL experi-
ments were conducted on multi-site datasets to show the effectiveness of
the proposed approach against prior federated methods in MRI contrast
translation.

Keywords: Federated learning · Site-specificity · MRI · Translation ·
Heterogeneity

1 Introduction

Multi-contrast MRI enables non-invasive diagnostic assessment of anatomy and
accumulates complementary information via examination of multiple tissue con-
trasts [2,26]. Yet, multi-contrast protocols have time and economic costs that can
prevent collection of all desired contrasts in an MRI exam [18,34]. This limita-
tion can be addressed by contrast translation, which is the imputation of missing
sequences in a protocol from the acquired sequences [15]. Deep models have made
remarkable progress in this area, enabling centralized models to significantly
improve MRI translation performance. [8,36,39]. Unfortunately, learning gener-
alizable models for medical imaging tasks requires training on diverse datasets.
However, compiling such datasets at a central institution would inevitably com-
promise patient privacy [17].
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Fig. 1. SPFL-Trans is a decentralized contrast translation method based on federated
learning of a conditional adversarial model. AdaIN layers along with site-specific latents
produced by a subnetwork effectively modulate feature maps in order to cope with data
heterogeneity across different sites.

Federated learning (FL) is a powerful framework to address this major
limitation based on decentralized model training across multiple institutions
[9,21,23,29,30,33]. In this framework, a server aggregates locally optimized
models to compute a shared global model [24,35]. Aggregated models can
be impaired by the heterogeneity in the data distribution naturally evident
for multi-institutional datasets [29,32] due to different scanners, acquisition
parameters etc. Previous studies on FL-based medical imaging have introduced
several prominent approaches to cope with data heterogeneity in segmenta-
tion [5,22,23,27,31,38], classification [3,22,40], and reconstruction [10,11] tasks.
However, influence of data heterogeneity on FL-based MRI contrast translation
remains understudied.

Here, we introduce a novel Specificity-Preserving Federated Learning method
for MRI Translation (SPFL-Trans). In contrast to previous approaches, the pro-
posed method embodies a site-aware architecture that effectively addresses the
inherent data heterogeneity in multi-institutional datasets. SPFL-Trans is based
on a generator backbone equipped with Adaptive Instance Normalization layers
(AdaIN) to adaptively tune the statistics of feature maps for improved general-
ization across sites. FL experiments conducted on multi-contrast MRI datasets
indicate the superiority of the proposed approach against prior FL-based trans-
lation methods.
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2 Theory

2.1 MRI Translation with Adversarial Models

Conditional generative adversarial networks (cGANs) have emerged as a gold-
standard for MRI contrast translation in recent years due to their exceptional
recovery for high-frequency textural details in medical images [4,7,8,20]. cGANs
perform adversarial learning via a pair of generator (G) and discriminator (D)
subnetworks [8]. G predicts a synthetic target-contrast image (x̂t) given as input
an acquired source-contrast image (xs), whereas the D tries to distinguish actual
(xt) and synthetic target-contrast images. To learn image translation, cGANs are
typically trained to minimize an aggregate loss function composed of adversarial
and pixel-wise terms:

L =Exs,xt
[−(D(xs, xt) − 1)2 − D(xs, G(xs))2 + λpix||xt − G(xs)||1], (1)

where E denotes expectation, and λpix is the relative weighing term for the
pixel-wise loss.

2.2 Specificity-Preserving Federated Learning of MRI Translation

Network Architecture. The proposed model is a conditional adversarial archi-
tecture that takes as input the source image along with site-specifying informa-
tion (Fig. 1). The first component of the generator is a latent producing block
(LPS) to form site-specific latents wk given one-hot encoding of site index
vk ∈ R

K :
wk = LPS(vk) (2)

The generator architecture is inspired by the ResNet model [8,13] with a residual
bottleneck between a convolutional encoder and a convolutional decoder. To
mitigate heterogeneity reflected in the statistics of derived feature maps, an
AdaIN layer is inserted after each convolutional layer in the encoder/decoder,
and each residual block in the bottleneck. At the output of the ith layer of
the generator, the mean and standard deviation of output feature maps gi ∈
R

Fi,Hi,Wi are modulated. To do this, site-specific latents wk are first transformed
into scale and bias vectors γi, βi ∈ R

Fi :

γi = Qγ
i wk + bγ

i ; βi = Qβ
i wk + bβ

i (3)

where Qγ,β
i ∈ R

Fi,J and bγ,β
i ∈ R

Fi are learnable linear transformations. The
AdaIN layer then modulates the first- and second-order statistics of each channel
[14]:

g
′
i = AdaIN(gi, γi, βi) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

γi[1] gi[1]−μ(gi[1])1
σ(gj [1])

+ βi[1]1

γi[2] gi[2]−μ(gi[2])1
σ(gj [2])

+ βi[2]1
...

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (4)

where 1 ∈ R
Hj ,Wj is a matrix of ones, μ, σ compute the mean and standard

deviation of individual channels gi[j] ∈ R
Hi,Wi , and g

′
i is the input to the next

network layer i + 1.
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Algorithm 1: Training of SPFL-Trans
Data: {D1, · · · , DK} from K sites
Input: P : number of communication rounds
α1, · · · , αK : averaging weights for K sites
G: global generator with parameters θG

D1, · · · , DK : local discriminators with θD1 , · · · , θDK

Opt(): optimizer for parameter updates
Output: θ∗

G Optimized global generator
1 Randomly initialize θG and θD1 , · · · , θDK

2 for p = 1 to P do
3 for k = 1 to K do
4 for one epoch do

5 θk
G ← θG // Broadcast global generators to the sites

6 Calculate ∇θk
G

Lk(Dk) and ∇θk
D

Lk(Dk) based on Eq. 1

7 θk
G ← θk

G − Opt(∇θk
G

Lk(Dk)); θk
D ← θk

D − Opt(∇θk
D

Lk(Dk))

8 θG =
∑K

k=1 αkθk
G, // Aggregate locally trained generators

Federated Training. To train SPFL-Trans, a decentralized learning proce-
dure takes place for a total of P communication rounds between the FL server
and individual sites (see Fig. 1, Algorithm 1) [25]. Throughout the procedure,
generators are shared across sites, though discriminators are kept unshared for
enhanced privacy preservation [12,28]. During local training, models are opti-
mized on the training sets from individual sites according to the aggregate cGAN
loss function as expressed in Eq. 1.

3 Methods

3.1 Datasets

Demonstrations were performed on four public datasets taken to represent four
different sites in the FL framework: IXI (https://brain-development.org/ixi-
dataset/), BRATS [1], MIDAS [6], and OASIS [19]. Multi-contrast brain MRI
data including T1- and T2-weighted images were analyzed. A total of 53 healthy
subjects were selected from the IXI dataset, and data were split into 25 training,
10 validation, 18 test subjects. A total of 55 glioma patients were selected from
the BRATS dataset, and data were split into 25 training, 10 validation, 20 test
subjects. A total of 66 healthy subjects were selected from the MIDAS dataset,
and data were split into 48 training, 5 validation, 13 test subjects. Lastly, a total
of 48 healthy subjects were selected from the OASIS dataset, and data were split
into 22 training, 9 validation, 17 test subjects. In each subject, nearly 100 axial
cross-sections centrally located within the volume were included.

https://brain-development.org/ixi-dataset/
https://brain-development.org/ixi-dataset/
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Table 1. Performance of centralized and federated translation models in T1 → T2 and
T2 → T1 tasks. Higher PSNR, SSIM scores and lower FID score indicate improved
performance. Bold font indicates the top performing federated model for each task.

IXI BRATS MIDAS OASIS

T1 → T2 T2 → T1 T1 → T2 T2 → T1 T1 → T2 T2 → T1 T1 → T2 T2 → T1

Centralized PSNR 28.6 ± 1.3 27.9 ± 1.1 26.1 ± 0.9 24.5 ± 1.9 28.1 ± 0.5 25.9 ± 1.2 25.2 ± 0.6 21.2 ± 0.8

SSIM 94.3 ± 1.3 94.4 ± 1.2 93.0 ± 1.1 92.5 ± 1.1 91.9 ± 0.9 87.0 ± 2.1 83.7 ± 2.4 76.8 ± 1.9

FID 7.4 27.3 24.9 14.2 9.7 11.9 18.1 18.6

SPFL-Trans PSNR 28.0±1.4 27.6 ± 1.0 26.0 ± 0.9 24.7 ± 1.6 27.9 ± 0.5 26.0 ± 1.1 24.7 ± 0.5 20.9 ± 0.7

SSIM 94.1 ± 1.2 94.1 ± 1.2 92.8 ± 1.1 92.5 ± 1.0 91.6 ± 0.9 86.4 ± 2.1 82.1 ± 2.0 75.0 ± 2.6

FID 9.0 31.3 26.8 16.9 9.4 11.1 32.0 24.5

FedGAN PSNR 26.6 ± 1.1 26.4 ± 0.8 25.2 ± 1.2 22.9 ± 0.7 27.0 ± 0.5 24.6 ± 0.9 21.7 ± 0.5 20.8 ± 1.4

SSIM 91.8 ± 1.7 92.8 ± 1.1 91.1 ± 1.3 88.8 ± 1.0 89.6 ± 1.4 81.5 ± 2.2 67.7 ± 3.5 74.3 ± 3.5

FID 14.7 39.2 45.2 47.0 13.3 20.6 43.7 37.7

FedMRI PSNR 27.5 ± 1.0 27.4 ± 1.1 25.7 ± 0.7 24.7 ± 1.2 27.6 ± 0.6 25.9 ± 1.2 23.6 ± 0.5 20.7 ± 1.0

SSIM 93.6 ± 1.3 94.0 ± 1.2 92.6 ± 1.1 91.6 ± 0.9 91.3 ± 1.0 85.4 ± 2.1 80.6 ± 2.1 72.1 ± 2.6

FID 11.2 35.6 34.9 19.4 12.2 12.3 33.2 27.2

FedMedGAN PSNR 25.6 ± 1.2 24.9 ± 0.7 24.7 ± 1.2 20.9 ± 0.8 26.8 ± 0.5 22.5 ± 0.6 21.5 ± 0.4 20.5 ± 1.3

SSIM 91.7 ± 1.8 91.6 ± 1.2 90.8 ± 1.3 86.5 ± 0.8 89.9 ± 0.9 82.3 ± 1.9 62.9 ± 3.8 72.6 ± 3.5

FID 19.8 48.3 36.1 58.6 16.8 84.8 59.1 35.3

3.2 Competing Methods

We demonstrated the proposed approach against a centrally-trained translation
model [8], and FL-based translation models including FedGAN [28], FedMRI [11]
and FedMedGAN [37]. The centralized model and FedGAN was implemented
with matching architecture to the proposed model, except for the AdaIN layers
that were excluded. FedMRI was implemented with a U-Net backbone, where
encoders were shared while decoders were kept site-specific as originally proposed
in [11]. The loss function of the proposed model was adopted for fair comparison.
FedMedGAN was implemented with a U-Net backbone as originally proposed in
[37]. However, the loss function of the proposed model was used in FedMedGAN
as opposed to cycle-consistency loss for fair comparison in the paired translation
tasks reported here. FL-based models followed the same federated optimization
procedure as the proposed approach. Hyperparameter selection was performed
for each model in order to maximize the performance in the validation set. Shared
generators across sites and site-specific local discriminators were adopted for all
FL models considered here.

3.3 Experiments

SPFL-Trans was implemented with an LPS with 6 dense layers to produce
latent variables. The encoder in the generator had three convolutional layers of
kernel size 7, 3, 3. The bottleneck contained 9 residual blocks of kernel size 3. The
decoder had three convolutional layers of kernel size 3, 3, 7. Discriminators for
all competing methods were based on the PatchGAN architecture [16]. Network
weights were learned via the Adam optimizer run at β1 = 0.5 and β2 = 0.999.
Training was continued for P = 150 rounds. A fixed learning rate was selected as
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Fig. 2. Synthesized images in IXI and BRATS for the T2 → T1 task. Results are
shown for all competing methods, and they are displayed along with the source images
and the reference target images.

0.0002 during the first 75 rounds, and it was linearly decayed to 0 during the last
75 rounds. The relative weight of the pixel-wise loss was selected as λpix = 100.
Modeling was performed via Pytorch framework.

We considered learning two individual one-to-one translation tasks
(T1 → T2, T2 → T1 where the mapping is denoted as source → target)
in an FL setup with 4 sites. Translation performance was evaluated via PSNR,
SSIM, and Fretchet Inception Distance (FID) metrics. PSNR and SSIM were
measured between synthetic and reference target-contrast images for individual
cross-sections, and averaged across the volume. Results were reported as mean
and standard deviation across test subjects within each individual dataset.
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Fig. 3. Synthesized images in MIDAS and OASIS for the T1 → T2 task. Results are
shown for all competing methods, and they are displayed along with the source images
and the reference target images.

4 Results

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach in federated learn-
ing of multi-contrast MRI translation, we compared it against state-of-the-art
FL-based translation models and a centrally-trained model as a performance
baseline. Quantitative performance metrics for the competing methods in each
dataset and in each task are listed in Table 1. The proposed approach yields
the highest performance across tasks and across sites. On average, SPFL-Trans
achieves 1.3 dB higher PSNR, 3.3 % higher SSIM, and 13.5 point lower FID over
competing methods. Representative target images from all competing methods
are shown in Fig. 3 for the T1 → T2 task in MIDAS and OASIS datasets.
Representative results are shown in Fig. 2 for the T2 → T1 task in IXI and
BRATS datasets. SPFL-Trans yields superior translation performance in regions
where competing models have inaccurate tissue depiction, especially near gray
matter and pathology. Overall, SPFL-Trans generates images with fewer arti-
facts and lower noise levels compared to baselines. These quantitative and qual-
itative assessments indicate that site-specific modulation of feature statistics in
SPFL-Trans enhances translation performance compared to competing federated
models.

We also conducted an ablation study to investigate the benefits of the sta-
tistical modulation mechanism achieved by AdaIN layers in federated learning
of MRI synthesis. To do this, we compared SPFL-Trans with an ablated variant
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where LPS and AdaIN layers were jointly removed (w/o LPS and AdaIN) from
the generator. Quantitative performance metrics for SPFL-Trans and w/o LPS
and AdaIN models are listed in Table 2. The proposed method outperforms the
ablated variant across all sites and tasks except for SSIM. These results sig-
nals the performance gain brought by the LPS subnetwork and AdaIN layers in
SPFL-Trans.

Table 2. Performance of SPFL-Trans and a variant ablated of LPS and AdaIN layers
in T1 → T2 and T2 → T1 tasks. Higher PSNR, SSIM scores and lower FID score
indicate improved performance. Bold font indicates the top performing model for each
task.

IXI BRATS MIDAS OASIS

T1 → T2 T2 → T1 T1 → T2 T2 → T1 T1 → T2 T2 → T1 T1 → T2 T2 → T1

SPFL-Trans PSNR 28.0±1.4 27.6 ± 1.0 26.0 ± 0.9 24.7 ± 1.6 27.9 ± 0.5 26.0 ± 1.1 24.7 ± 0.5 20.9 ± 0.7

SSIM 94.1 ± 1.2 94.1 ± 1.2 92.8 ± 1.1 92.5 ± 1.0 91.6 ± 0.9 86.4 ± 2.1 82.1 ± 2.0 75.0 ± 2.6

FID 9.0 31.3 26.8 16.9 9.4 11.1 32.0 24.5

w.o. LPS and AdaIN PSNR 26.4 ± 1.2 26.5 ± 0.8 25.6 ± 0.9 23.2 ± 0.9 27.1 ± 0.4 24.3 ± 0.8 22.0 ± 0.5 20.8 ± 1.3

SSIM 90.9 ± 2.1 93.1 ± 1.3 90.1 ± 1.6 89.5 ± 0.9 89.6 ± 1.3 80.9 ± 2.4 65.3 ± 3.9 77.2 ± 3.0

FID 14.8 43.2 42.4 48.0 12.9 19.8 43.6 39.3

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Federated MRI translation involves multi-site imaging data collected under dif-
ferent settings, so it has to operate reliably under distributional heterogeneity
[22]. In this context, the proposed approach offers a site specificity-preserving
global MRI translation model for multi-institutional collaborations. Experiments
on public multi-site brain MRI data demonstrate that SPFL-Trans offers com-
petitive performance to a centralized baseline model, while significantly out-
performing alternative federated baselines both visually and quantitatively. Our
results suggest that SPFL-Trans can improve generalizability and flexibility in
multi-site collaborations by enabling training on imaging data from diverse sites
and protocols. Improved generalization against domain shifts in the distribution
of MRI data renders SPFL-Trans a promising candidate for multi-site training
of MRI contrast translation models. In the future, the proposed approach might
also be adopted for cross-modal image translation tasks.
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